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1. In the history of Nigerian film, the screening of first motion picture took place in -- ?

     	--->> Lagos

     	      Kano

     	      Abuja

     	      Ibadan

2. In 1915, --- released the Ã¢â‚¬Å“Birth of a NationÃ¢â‚¬Â .

     	      John Boat

     	      Mark Angel

     	--->> D.W Griffit

     	      W.K Kings

3. One of the millimaters (mm) is not used in television film production?

     	      36mm

     	      16mm

     	--->> 18mm

     	      8mm

4. The roles of Film include the follopwing expect ---?

     	      to enlighten

     	      to educate

     	--->> to cause pain

     	      to inspire

5. ___ was the first country in  Africa that  film first  arrived

     	      Nigeria
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     	      Niger

     	      Chad

     	--->> South Africa

6. Photography played a major role in the invension of ---

     	--->> motion pictures

     	      typwriters

     	      Paper art

     	      Drama

7. __of an element draws attention to it and makes it significant

     	      Conception

     	      Creation

     	--->> Repitition

     	      cramming

8. The first major step for Film criticism is known as

     	      laughter

     	--->> purpose

     	      reading

     	      rewriting

9. The 35mm is used in the prime time ---- programmes

     	      Creativity

     	--->> Entertainment

     	      Advert

     	      Dancing

10. __ was the first person to make practical use of a film and camera around 1816

     	      Jose Kate
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     	--->> Joseph Niepce

     	      Nice Mark

     	      Max Karl
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